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2112 Years of Aurora Evolution   The Gundestrup Cauldron, dated to around 100 years b.c., 
was found in a bog on the Danish peninsula of Jutland in 1891. The cauldron is covered with 
religious motifs and believed to have been sacrificed to divine powers of the time. One 
of the cauldron’s friezes depicts the rebirth of dead warriors. After being dipped in the  
cauldron they saddle up their horses and ride towards the sunlight. In a glass case above 
the cauldron, Katja Aglert has installed an artificial simulation of the northern lights,  
associated in prehistory with supernatural powers. Today we know that this natural phe-
nomenon is caused, when the sun’s particles collide with Earth’s magnetic field. However, 
few people get to experience this phenomenon due to the light pollution caused by in-
creasing urbanisation. By exhibiting the Northern Lights Aglert emphasizes our changing 
relationship to the Aurora over time, posing the question of whether this fleeting phe-
nomenon is bound in the future to exist purely as a preservation-worthy item of historical 
interest.

The Gods Present to Us the Artefact   Our attention is captured by a large photograph of a 
storyteller at work, leading us into a video by Olivia Plender and Unnar Örn, which focuses 
on the narration and interpretation of history. The narrator of the film is a contemporary 
folklorist giving a lecture on one of the supposed founders of the National Museum. The 
character that she describes is a 19th century antiquarian, who like many scholars in those 
days adapted facts to suit his view of the world. Plender and Örn are particularly interested 
in the development of national identity that took place during the Romantic movement  
of the early 19th century and its influence on Scandinavian cultural history. Their work  
evidences how archeologists then and now create connections between artifacts in order 
to write history.

Bortforklaringer   Author Merete Pryds Helle uses her archaeological training to add to  
the stories featured in every display case in the prehistoric collection. Taking specific  
objects from for example the Bronze Age, she imagines in a light, humorous way, the  
journey of the hunter, hereby bringing history to life. Words like “club heads” assume 
a gender perspective as Pryds Helle speculates on the use of prehistoric objects, using  
literary techniques to spark the imagination. Pryds Helle creates new histories for prehis-
toric artifacts: reconstructing the world of which they were once a part. She highlights the 
museum’s language and scientific method, calling attention to the fictitious aspects of 
historians’ interpretations constructed from incomplete information about prehistory.

Four animal scents   Astrid Svangren uses mainly the left and right side of the room for 
her installations, scenographically incorporating objects of the National Museum to twist 
both their meaning and our perception of the space. Thus Svangren restages the Iron Age 
collection, which features an impressive chariot sacrificed in a bog in western Jutland near 
Dejbjerg. Sheets of acrylic, paper hung from the ceiling and aluminum foil change the  
architecture of the space. The viewer is reflected in this new Iron Age universe, which has 
been dramatically staged by the artist in shades of black and silver. Svangren creates a 
dialog between the historical metal objects, their physical surroundings and their formal 
language.

I am a gift   During the Iron Age bogs and wetlands were considered a gateway between 
the human world and that of the gods. This was where people sacrificed to higher powers 
by submerging animals, clothes, jewelry, tools and earthenware vessels filled with food. 
The greatest possible sacrifice was another human being. Ursula Andkjær Olsen’s poem  
I am a gift embodies this idea of sacrifice: giving voice to the Huldremose Woman and to 
the objects in the room. Andkjær Olsen takes her cue from the value of things and human 
life and from our faith in the supernatural. The poem is about the sacrifices of the Iron 
Age, when items and even people were part of a trade-off with the gods for long life, good 
hunting and bountiful harvests.

Imprints   The Hjortspring Boat stretches nearly 20 meters through the darkened 
room. The oldest plank-built vessel in northern Europe is now accompanied by Mette  
Hersoug’s sound installation, emanating from clearly visible speakers. The soundscape 
is no longer a manipulative, invisible, element. Instead it becomes part of the visual as 
well as the auditive experience. Hersoug’s ambition is to engage and associate different 
memory processes through this double soundtrack and allow us to create our own his-
tory. This sound work interweaves a complex net(work) of places, sounds and words in an  
attempt to disturb traditional, linear narrative and make room for new understandings of 
our cultural history.

Untitled (world)   Katya Sander has installed a panorama box in the dramatically dark room, 
featuring treasures from the Migration Period, such as the Golden Horns. At one end we 
can see a little “mirror-panorama,” at the other, a film can be seen through the holes in 
the box. Taking as her starting point the illusion of a universe consisting purely of stored, 
sorted and classified objects ordered into infinite rows and groups, Sander creates a story 
of a world without time. The camera moves along the endless shelves, surveying the piles 
of categorized objects with one sample of everything saved to bear witness to itself. In 
this video installation Sander has created a world of things without people to interact with 
them, use them or shape them. Her work focuses on the way we collect, and archive things 
as well as on the connections and narratives created by these systems. This work is about 
a time that saves everything with the aim of writing its own history.

A is for ape and b is for baboon — The Alphabet of the National Museum   Tomas Lagermand 
Lundme has created an alphabet for the National Museum that guests may take home free 
of charge. Lagermand Lundme takes his cue from words he connects to the prehistoric 
collection and to the museum. These loose, personal interpretations of words like “cave 
dweller”, “past”, “dust”, etc. make room for new understandings and interpretations of 
museum vocabulary. By opening up to new ways of using and understanding words and 
general language he carves out a space to rewrite the history of the many artifacts of 
the collection. During the exhibition period Lagermand Lundme and others will perform  
several live readings of the Alphabet of the National museum.

pRoGRam foR tHE ExHIbItIoN pERIod

3 jUNE 2012

14:00   CHaRLottE bERGmaNN joHaNSEN [ENtRaNCE HaLL]

14:15   mEttE HERSoUG [ENtRaNCE HaLL]

15:00   GoLdIN+SENNEby [Room 23]

17 jUNE 2012

14:00   tomaS LaGERmaNd LUNdmE [bIoGRafSaLEN]
(fREE tICkEtS avaILabLE foR pICk Up at tHE INfoRmatIoN dESk oN tHE datE)

18 aUGUSt 2012

13:45   CHaRLottE bERGmaNN joHaNSEN [ENtRaNCE HaLL]

14:00   tomaS LaGERmaNd LUNdmE [CINEma]
(fREE tICkEtS avaILabLE foR pICk Up at tHE INfoRmatIoN dESk oN tHE datE)

26 aUGUSt 2012

14:00   book LaUNCH [tHE RESEaRCH Room bEHINd tHE INfoRmatIoN dESk]

For an updated program see www.shapedbytime.com

This folder accompanies the exhibition curated by  
Milena Hoegsberg and Julie Sass

SHapEd by tImE — contemporary art embedded in prehistory
On view June 1 — September 30, 2012 at the National Museum of Denmark

The publication Shaped by Time to be published July 2012 by Revolver, Berlin

www.natmus.dk

Inbetween Space   In her installation Julie Sass draws on elements from various parts of 
the museum in an effort to transform a transitional space. Her paintings offer a multi-
tude of spatial experiences and emphasize the way we perceive and decode the objects 
we encounter. The color palette of the paintings on the walls has been gleaned from mu-
seum interior and functions as a kind of transition between the specific surroundings and 
an abstract, imaginary world. Charcoal, drawn directly on the wall, calls attention to the 
architecture of the space, emphasizing its strange dimensions. Sass displays a series of 
objects in a glass case — a kind of formless “un-shapes” open to interpretation. In a text 
written specifically for the project, art critic and poet Barry Schwabsky gives us his take 
on how to read these objects. Among the National Museum’s collection of objects whose 
use and function we can easily decipher, Sass’ objects pose the question of how we decode 
abstract shapes without understanding their purpose.

Satellite   On the cobblestones of the rear courtyard, Ruth Campau’s work Satellite draws 
attention to our past and the way progress spurs our constant development: as a people, a 
nation and a society. In the Viking age the ship was the epitome of high-tech communica-
tion, now satellites have assumed this function. In Campau’s installation the wings of a 
satellite spread like a fan facing the viewer. Each layer of wings reveals different colors 
and the reflective surfaces mirror the sky and the courtyard. This work welcomes the public 
and plays with the idea of transporting them on an astonishing journey through time.

Untitled   The small room separating the prehistoric collection from the other collec-
tions features no display cases full of prehistoric artifacts. Marie Søndergaard Lolk 
has transformed this non-space by covering a wall with a section of her studio floor. 
Her work explores the double take instigated by the horizontal surface spreading onto 
the vertical plane of the wall. The hardboard flooring and the lino across the door allow  
Søndergaard Lolk to focus on the visual qualities of the materials and the connection they 
create to the existing floor of the room. Over the years a path has been worn across the 
studio flooring. Like the many objects in the museum, this floor carries stories that now 
gain their own space within this somewhat anonymous part of the building, which is in  
turn transformed into more than a mere passageway.

I dispense, divide, assign, keep, hold   The duo Goldin+Senneby’s performance takes the 
form of a public lecture. An actor plays the role of cultural economist and former banker 
Ismail Ertürk. Using Greece’s current economic situation as an example, Ertürk imagines 
the future ruins of present day finance. The room, which is full of Viking silver objects and 
foreign coins, constitutes a stage on which the future of numismatics (the science and 
practice of coin-collecting) is played out. At the time, when these Arabic coins reached 
the North, they were mainly perceived as collectors’ items rather than as currency for use 
and circulation. Goldin+Senneby’s lecture links early collectors’ cultures and the stories 
carried by the collected items. The duo playfully focuses on how contemporary financial 
structures or processes such as Credit Default Swaps (CDSs) may become the mythological 
collectors’ items of the future.

To Gazebo   A glass passage with a pavillion runs through the middle of a courtyard  
connecting the two wings that hold the prehistoric collection. This passage — which  
features no exhibited objects — has been transformed into a stage by Hans Holten; a  
sound installation invites the audience to pause and experience the passage as a kind 
of observatory. The sound extends into the hallways on either side, letting the auditory 
range constitute a kind of horizon. Some sections begin with signal-like sounds that  
shatter the peace of the museum like the start of an announcement. At other times the 
glass pavillion is filled with electronically processed soundbites worked into short pieces 
of music. The pavillion is covered in corrugated cardboard, amplifying the auditory space 
and drawing attention to the uncovered glass ceiling, up towards the sky and the trees  
of the courtyard.

editorial: milena hoegsberg  text: anne-sofie stampe  translation: caitlin madden  design: jeanne betak  print: narayana
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Demonology   Joachim Koester uses this brief, abstract film and the accompanying wall 
text to focus on what he calls “an archaeology of the obscure.” The film shows 17th century 
murals of demonic heads from the walls of a Norwegian church, which Koester juxtaposes 
with the petroglyphic stones in the room by exhibiting the two sets of magic symbols side 
by side. What stories lie hidden behind the painted demons? What is the message behind 
these curious petroglyphs? By miming museum language and typography in his wall text 
while using his own narrative voice, Koester draws attention to the historical narratives of 
museums and how they shape our perception of history.

Violet, gray, reddish   Fuzzy, colourful rugs spread around the display cases full of Bronze 
Age lurs, jewelry and shields to create a sensually sated experience challenging our physi-
cal understanding of the space. The soft rugs on the fine parquet flooring and the little 
paintings on the walls work together to create an unusually home-like feel in the middle 
of the museum. The rugs and paintings disturb the established order of the permanent ex-
hibition, expanding limits to allow more open meetings between the materials of past and 
present. Nielsen indicates the transition from prehistoric times to the present by drawing 
attention to the display cases that constitute a link between then and now. Thus she cap-
tures visitors somewhere between the past, present and future.

The Administered World 2012   The rediscovered treasures of the Bronze Age feature  
virtually no depictions of evil nor of the underworld. The Trundholm Sun Chariot illustrates 
the motion of the sun across the heavens and the notions of the divinities of the time. Yet 
it gives no intimation of what was to be found in the dark. The story goes that the children 
of the farmer, who later found the Chariot, used it to play with. The cosmology and his-
tory of the Sun Chariot form the starting point of Henrik Plenge Jakobsen’s alternative 
cosmological image of rotating planets, consisting of five black mirror balls and a death 
star made from Star Wars Legos. The accompanying film shows a pair of hands positioning 
and “administering” identical planets on a smaller scale. This is a cosmological game of 
shadows: between day and night; live stars and dead ones; life and death. Thus Plenge 
Jakobsen plays with the notions of what the people of the Bronze Age might have found on 
the other side of the earth — in “the night world.”

The Haraldskaer Mermaid   Mille Rude has carried out an archaeological investigation  
resulting in an excavation and a remarkable find: a female skeleton, possibly a mermaid, 
with no legs, just a spine extending into a shark-tail shape. In this installation Rude  
creates a link between the mythological mermaid and the historical, Bronze Age Egtved  
Girl. Rude wishes to challenge our perception of the prehistoric collection as truth-
ful historical evidence, partly by installing a mythical figure among the historic objects 
and partly by contributing apparently factual information of traces of the existence of 
sea people. Rude uses the mermaid skeleton to draw the Egtved Girl into a fictional story  
centering on themes like the body, sexuality, desire and longing. The texts about the  
Haraldskaer Mermaid are written by author Merete Pryds Helle, mimicking the length and 
typography of the museum’s own texts.

The Visit   The numerous flint daggers, earthenware bowls and other objects in the room  
denote the transition from the earliest farming cultures to a new era with an increased 
focus on individuality. Where people previously owned nothing but tools for everyday 
use, they now accumulated prestige objects devoid of practical function. This lack of 
functionality is the subject of Charlotte Bergmann Johansen’s installation. Among the 
artifacts stands a mannequin wearing a somewhat unusual dress. The openings are sewn 
shut, prohibiting ordinary use. Fur-covered antlers hangs on the opposite wall. Somehow 
the antler-furs and the dress are neither traditional, practical garments nor ornaments. 
Instead they form a part of a new, visual order, bringing into play past and present notions 
of functionality and ornament.

Time Machine   Brightly glazed pottery shards lie on top of the display cases. Jonas Hvid 
Søndergaard’s ceramic sculptures seem to grow out of them. In his installation Hvid Søn-
dergaard works with opposites: contrasting antiquity and the present, civilization and the 
primitive, function and ornament. Using free interpretations of the oldest known Danish 
earthenware from the Paleolithic era — from Ertebølle — Hvid Søndergaard works in the 
field of tension arising between our contemporary focus on ornament and the functional 
focus of that era. The paintings and ceramic works simultaneously create connections to 
a contemporary, digital style of expression and to historical shapes from ceramic tools 
and decorative art. In his installation Hvid Søndergaard discusses our linear perception 
of history and uses his own formal language to stage past, present and future as parallel 
timelines rather than as isolated points in a single, linear history.

The Forgotten   Icon-like small portraits hang in rows among Neolithic earthenware. How-
ever, the people portrayed all have their heads turned away or to the side — never revealing 
their features. They have all sorts of skin tones and hair colors, these people whose eyes 
we never meet. Anette Abrahamsson seeks to depict how we individually and collectively 
turn away from our vast and intricate history, which holds far more oblivion than memo-
ries. In a four-part painting, Abrahamsson refers to sun-dance rituals and labyrinths  
common in the prehistoric North. The writings on the wall by semiotic poet Per Aage Brandt 
describe our movement through time. Together, text and paintings consider how we make 
history through everything we do, even if large parts disappear into oblivion.

Symbol of the sun   Rasmus Møbius’ sound work centers on science, religion and mysticism. 
The work is based on three different sources: the sound recorded on location at the prehis-
toric burial mounds at Borum-Eshøj, where the bodies in the room were found. Secondly 
there is the sound of physical phenomena related to the sun, including solar oscillations. 
The third source touches on mysticism and superstition in the form of a shamanistic burial 
hymn. By bringing all these sounds into the room, Møbius surrounds the dead with the 
ambience of their original resting place and of the sun, central to prehistoric beliefs. Thus 
he reduces their displacement in time and space.

Dawn   Great square columns and golden, pyramidal crystals spread throughout the room, 
engulfing the cases of the collection as if the entire space was turning into a magic grotto. 
The columns of Marianne Grønnow’s installation signal ruins, stalactites or ice-age for-
mations from a geological age predating human civilization. The display cases contain 
various prehistoric, sword-like objects from the Stone-, Bronze- and Iron Age, reflected in 
the shiny surfaces of the installation. Geological time meets chronological museum-time 
in Grønnow’s work, which constitutes a kind of futuristic portal to the permanent exhibi-
tion and Shaped by Time.

It’s Magic!   Saskia Holmkvist has written the statement It’s Magic! in colored italics on the 
glass doors of the prehistoric collection by signs displaying the subdivision of the perma-
nent exhibition into the Stone-, Bronze- and Iron Age. This misplaced exclamation clashes 
with the typography and academic authority of the museum, deliberately misunderstand-
ing the archaeological categorizations as a magic rather than scientific. The three-age 
system was invented in 1818 by the Dane Christian Jürgensen Thomsen, considered in-
strumental in developing modern archaeology. It presented an alternative to the religious 
notion of human development and continues to structure archaeological thinking to this 
day in spite of being disputed and critiqued for eurocentrism and over-simplification. In 
presenting this alternative approach to scientific presentation, Holmkvist wishes to indi-
cate the underlying ideas behind the layout of the collection.

Mega-fossil   In this joint piece, Trine Søndergaard og Nicolai Howalt focus on the living 
mega-fossil Kongeegen — the Kings Oak. This tree stands in the woods by Jægerspris and 
is somewhere between 1500 and 1800 years old. Large serigraph prints show parts and 
sections of the huge and ancient tree stretching skywards, while a small box on the wall 
holds a twig from the tree itself. Pulling the tree out of its historical and natural environ-
ment, the artists point to the shifting status of living materials as they become preserved 
historical objects in the museum.

I had no other choice than to jump from one pile to the other, as there was nothing in between   
Rather than work with a certain prehistoric period or artifact, Gitte Villesen challenges  
the way museums write history. In her work Villesen enters into dialog with the National 
Museum’s collection of various magical and shamanistic objects, many from the ethno-
graphic collection. While these objects are bereft of their magic, similar items are still 
used in spiritual ceremonies throughout the world. Through photographs of the Gambian 
instrument molo and video recordings from Gambia, Villesen wishes to focus on the ways 
we communicate knowledge and history and how we perceive, experience and encounter  
the world around us, both the one we identify with and live in and the one constructed in 
the collections of the museum.


